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In this article you will find a brief discussion about the current real estate market during 
COVID-19 and why it might be a good idea to get serious about investing in real estate. First, it 
is important to realize that the criteria for obtaining financing have become stricter. We are not 
looking at 2010 conditions, but the climate has certainly changed which has effectively 
eliminated a group of potential buyers. For those that still qualify for financing, there is a golden 
opportunity to take advantage of lower competition. The lack of competition means fewer offers 
on property and lower purchase prices for savvy investors. This tremendous advantage is only 
further compounded when you consider that interest rates are still hovering at historic lows. The 
ability to lock a 30-year loan at current rates can save huge amounts of money over the course 
of the loan. I suggest asking your loan agent to give you a few scenarios with different interest 
rates to help illustrate how much of a profound difference a quarter or half point makes over the 
entire loan term.  

Limited supply has become a bit of an issue due to many sellers either pulling their 
properties from the market or choosing not to list them at all. This is where an experienced real 
estate agent can be a key factor in securing the right property. We have access to listings that 
have been pulled from the market, which can lead to favorable off-market deals. We also have 
access to proprietary tracking software that helps us to predict sellers that may be interested in 
selling soon. These are not tools that every agent has mastered but they have become 
mainstays for us at Realty Exchange and Investment. We use these methods along with the 
supply of normally listed property from our local MLS, reciprocal access to many MLS systems 
throughout the state, and statewide CoStar (commercial listing service) access. Through our 
expert use of these various systems, we are able to harness a wealth of data to find the perfect 
investments for our clients. If there is an actionable property that fits your wants and needs, we 
will find it.  

In closing, as of today the Dow Jones is currently over $27,000 and is expected to hit 
pre-COVID levels soon. Smart investors have been able to follow the trends and make massive 
returns on stock investments over the last few months. Once the market stabilizes some of the 
stocks that have seen massive gains are likely to stagnate or creep back down near their 
previous 52-week highs. This means now may be an excellent time to pull out of some over-
leveraged positions in COVID-19 growth stocks and switch into real estate before prices start to 
rise again. There is likely to be a post-COVID-19 real estate boom and I would implore you to be 
on the right side of it. Please feel free to reach out to me with any questions or if you simply 
want to have a more in-depth discussion about the current real estate market.   

 


